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because there are certain difficulties 
which any offier or any Minister can
not change overnight. The change is 
being brought about as I have already- 
stated.

I have already expressed that there 
was an unintended delay m submit
ting the Tariff Commission’s  Report 
and in placing the same before  the 
House.  1 must  say here that  the 
Tariff Commission was asked to make 
it  uplo-date.  Bccause three  years 
have elapsed already in submission of 
the report, the data on the basis of 
which the recommendations of  the 
Commission are made may be out of 
date. We have asked the Tariff Com
mission to do that quickly. They said 
ihut they cannot do it quickly. Sincc 
this is a scientific thing. th*»y said that 
this has to be done accurately  and 
precisely. Anyway we have done our 
best.  Several other factors have also 
to be borne in mind. For example, a 
part of the yarn has to be given to 
the exporter at a low  price, lower 
than the cost of pioduction even.  I 
should say here  that the synthetic 
jarn’s price in this country is lower 
than the price prevailing in the inter
rat lonal  market.  So,  our  goods 
.should be competetive enough so that 
we may earn the foreign exchange. 
Therefore, we have to sell a part of 
<ur production at a  very low rate, 
lower than the  cost of production 
tv on  The Tariff Commission price 
has been fixed on an identical basis 
on the entire production.  Because a 
Part of it has to be given at the ]o\y<&r 
price, lower than the cost of produc
tion, we have to see that a part of 
our total production is set apart and 
sold at the market price so that it can 
compensate the losses incurred on that 
score. I  can only  say this much. 
(Interruptions)

SHRt K. LAKKAPPA: But  they 
aie selling it in black market,

PROP. D. P, CHATTOPADHYAYA: 
You will kindly bear with me for a 
imnute that though I entirely agree 
jwh what you have said, still certain 
factors have got to be borne In mind.

As regards the part of the yam to be 
sold to the expoiter, we shall see that 
that part is taken care of by us. If the 
voluntary agreement has not worked 
as I have admitted,  the alternative 
arrangements that we are  making 
will be more satisfactory. But as you 
will kindly appreciate, there are some 
legal  questions because some  writ 
petitions are already before the High 
Court.  So, the way the distribution 
control and other sort of control  is 
enforced and m what way it is to be 
enforced has to be carefully formu
lated. so that 11 does not invite any 
objection from the law court. There
fore, we aie looking into the matter.

As regards distribution, as you have 
youisclf seen,  hon. Members them
selves are not unanimous whether it 
phould be distributed through  the 
association or through the State Gov
ernments, So, both views have to be 
taken into account before we  take 
a final decision, but the decision will 
be taken very eaily.

SHRI DHAMANKAR:  What about
the cooperative sector’*

PROF. D. P. CHATTOPADHYAYA: 
The cooperative sector will be given 
due preference.

SHRI DHAMANKAR: Is the Textile 
Commissioner’s office going to be  a 
silent spectator'*

PROF. D. P. CHATTOPADHYAYA: 
No. it is not a silent spectator, and it 
will not be a silent spectator.

13.006 hrs.

STATEMENT RE. AGREEMENT BET
WEEN INDIA  AND SRI LANKA 
ON BOUNDARY  IN  HISTORIC 
WATERS  BETWEEN THE  TWO 
COUNTRIES  AND  RELATED 
MATTERS.

MR. SPEAKER: Now, Shri Swaran 
Singh will make a statement...

SHRI MADHU LIMAYE (Banka): 
On a point of order. I had already 
given you notice.
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SHRI K.  MANOHARAN (Madras  this unholy agreement, the Sri Lanka
North): Each Member must be given  Prime Minister has emerged as victor
a proper opportunity to express his  and the Prime Minister of India as a
views.

SHRI SEZH1YAN  (Kumbakonan): 
Before the hon. Minister makes his 
statement, 1 want to submit that we 
should have been consulted and the 
House should have been taken into 
confidence before they entered  into 
this unholy agreement for the surren
der of territory by India.  While we 
are anxious that friendly and cordial 
relations should be maintained  with 
Sn Lanka, the legal and constitutional 
proprieties involved have to be taken 
into account.  This agreement  goes 
against the interests of the country 
since it amounts to pure surrender of 
our territory without going through 
any of the norms  This is an unholy 
and disgraceful act of statesmanship 
unworthy of any government There
fore, we do not want to associate our
selves with  the statement that  is 
going to be made by the hon. Minis
ter, and we want to disassociate our
selves by walking out of the House.

SHRI K.  MANOHARAN:  Please
allow one Member from each party 
to  express hi<s  views.  We  have 
decided to  stage a walk-out,  and, 
therefore, before we walk out  we 
want to tell you the reasons which 
have prompted us to walk out

The agreement entcied mto between 
Sri Lanka Government and the Gov
ernment of India is anti-national and 
unpatriotic, it is the worst agreement 
ever signed by any civilised country 
of the world. I do not like to insult 
or hurt the feelings of either  the 
people of Sri  Lanka or the  Prime 
Minister of Sri Lanka ....

MR. SPEAKER: Hon Members are 
going to have a debate on  foreign 
affairs when they can raise all these 

points.

SHRI SL MANOHARAN: I must be 
permitted to speak now.  Through

pathetic vanquished. It is an assault 
on the integrity of the country.  In 
view of this, we have decided to stage 
a walk out and we are walking out
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MR. SPEAKER: He has a right to 
make a statement in the House.
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MR. SPEAKER: The Minister  has 
the right to make a statement.
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SHRI V. K U. THEVAR  (Rama- 
nathapuram): Kaehativu forms part 
<tf my constituency.  You are acting 
like a dictator. You a*e speaking like
* democrat, but at the sam* tfaw> you 
are acting lik* a dictator. The whole

X% Agreen&nt between SRAVANA 1,

life of thousands of fishermen........
Today  the Ceylon Government has 
moved  their forces, their  military, 
towards  that island. Thousands ot 
mechanised boats were stopped; move
ments were restricted. Their lives are 
in danger. You have  simply  bet
rayed. You have no sympathy and 
courtesy  to  consult  those people. 
You are thinking of it as a part of 
Tamil Nadu. Do not think it as part 
of Tamil Nadu. It is going to be 
the base for a future war. It  is 
going to be the base and challenge 
the life of the nation. I have to warn 
all these things because in the past it 
has been the tradition of our Govern
ment to give bhoodan of the northern- 
borders.  (Interruptions).

MR. SPEAKER: Kindly sit dowrf.

SHRI P. K. M. THEVAR: The divi
sion of  India has cost the life  of 
Mahatma Gandhi. It is not a part of 
Tamil Nadu but it is a part of the 
holy land of India. You are betrary- 
ing  On behalf of the constituency 
and on behalf of the Forward Block, 
I walk out.

SHRI MUHAMMED SHERIFF (Pe
ri akulam) * Even on the 1st April 1963, 
I produced sufficient records in this 
Hou<*e to show that Kachativu belongs 
to the Raja of Ramnad. Government 
has failed to go through those records 
I was the elected representative of 
that constituency here previously. It 
is a shame on the part of the Govern
ment that they have not consulted 
the people of the place and the Chief 
Minister of the State  We condemn 
this action of Government and along- 
with my friends, I also walk out in 
protest

(Shri P. K. M. Thevar and  Shri 
Muhammed  Sheriff then left the 
House).
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SHRI P K DEO (Kalahandi): On 
a point of order, S,r. The statement 
that the Foreign Minister is going to 
make deals with cession  of Indian 
teintory  In this regard, two import
ant issues are involved.  The first is 
the constitutional issue. Article 1  of 
the Constitutions sa>&:

“The territory  of India  shall 
comprise—

(a) the  territories  of  the 
States;

(b) the  Union  Territories 
specified in the First  Schedule; 
and

(c) such  other territories  as 
may be acquired."

So, further acquisition  of terettory 
can be accepted* but nowhere doe* tifa# 
Constitution provide for gessiott  tif
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even an inch of Indian territory. The 
Kachch&tlvu controversy  was raised 
only a few years ago by the Ceylonese 
Government when the Bandaranaike 
Ministr came into power.  All  the 
revenue records of the Madras Gov
ernment corroborate that Kachchativu 
was a part  of the former Ramnad 
zammdary and an integral part of this 
country  So, under no circumstances 
the Government has got any power 
under the Constitution to cede even 
an inch  of our country  Sir, they 
cannot consider this country as  the 
zamindari of the Congress Party.  A 
few days back, the Coco Island, which 
is part of the  Andaman  group  of 
islands, was ceded to Burma.  The 
question of Beru Bari was raised by 
the previous speaker. Now has come 
ihe question of  Kachchativu. If we 
go on ceding our territory like this, 
what will be left of this country?

Secondly, it Is utter contempt and 
disrespect shown to this House by not 
taking the House into confidence and 
facing us with a fait accompli. The 
shutting out of the mows of the oppo
sition parties in this manner is most 
anti-democratic  So, I would say that 
the statement which is going to be 
laid on the Table of the Lok Sabha 
ifi not worth the paper on which it 
has been typed  Therefore, I would 
submit  that the  External  Affairs 
Minister should consider these matters 
and should not lav the statement on 
ihe Table of the House.  Otherwise, 
we will be forced to take the extreme 

of walking out.

1886 (SAKA) on boundary in historic 194 
waters (St.)

MR. SPEAKER: How can we know 
it?

SHRI ATAL BIHARI VAJPAYEE: 
It is published in newspapers.

MR. SPEAKER: How can the House 
be seized of the matter unless  the 
Minister makes a statement?

SHRI ATAL BIHARI VAJPAYEE: 
Can they violate ihe Constitution?

MR SPEAKER: I have given the 
ruling. Now, the Minister.

•3f» m   ̂ £•

srwF-srrjar  f 1

(At this stage Shn Kachwai tore up 
some papers and threw them away).

(Some hon. Members left the Home 
at this stage).

SHRI K. LAKKAPPA* Sir  the 
tearing of papers by an hon. Member 
is contempt of the  House  I want 
your ruling on this.

MR SPEAKER: My rulmg is that 
tearing of papers is not in keeping 
with the decorum or dignity of the 
House.

wm flKrft toM : ***** if i

T?r > arrr ~ rrr  *®t w r̂t $ 7

MR SPEAKER Mv ruling is that 
the Minister has a right to make a 
statement.  When the  Government 
Jeters into an agreement with another 
Government, that must came before 
this House.  The Members  must be 
informed of what is taking place,

mu  sezhxyan: m  th, .gm-
*ot *» uncwutitutioiwl.
LS—7

THE MINISTER  OF EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS (SHRI SWARAN SINGH): 
Over the years, since  our indepen
dence, there have been a number of 
questions and disdmsions in the House 
regarding the Island of Kachchativu. 
Government  have  of course  fully 
shared this interest and concern for 
arriving at an early  and  amicable 
solution  of  this  long-outstanding 
matter; and I am happy to say that 
an agreement was signed between the 
two Prime Ministers 011 28th June, a 
cQpy ot which I am iaynig on the 
table of the House.
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IShri Swaran Singhj 
The Island of Kachchativu,  about 

d/4 of a square mile in extent,  is 
situated in the Palk Bay; it is about 
10£ miles from the nearest landfall in 
Sri Lanka and about 124 miles from 
the nearest Indian shore.  The Palk 
Bay, which constitutes historic waters 
of India and Sn Lanka, is some 18 
miles wide at its entrance through 
the Palk Straits, and has an average 
width of some 2B miles.

The issue of deciding Indian  and 
Shri Lanka claims  to Kachchativu 
was closely connected with determin
ing the boundary line between India 
and Shri Lanka in the waters of the 
Palk Bay. The entire question of the 
maritime boundary  in the historic 
waters of the  Palk  Bay  required 
urgently to be settled, keeping  in 
view the claims  of the two sides, 
historical evidence, legal practice and 
precedent and in the broader context 
of our growing friendly relations with 
Sri Lanka.

Kachchativu has  always been  an 
uninhabited island. Neither Sri Lanka 
nor  India has had any  permanent 
presence  there.  During  the long 
colonial period the question whether 
Kachchativu was part of India or part 
of Ceylon was frequently discussed, 
with the Governments  of the  day 
putting forward claims and counter 
claims. In recent years, both coun
tries had agreed that there should be 
no unilateral action which would seek 
to change the undetermined status of 
Kachchativu, pending a final solution 
to be reached through amicable bila
teral efforts.

X would particularly like to draw 
the attention of Honourable Members 
to the fact that when two sides have 
a good arguable case on a particular 
issue, and  the problem cannot  be 
resolved expeditiously through bilate
ral negotiations, there ia inevitably an 
attempt to seek outside Intervention 
by appeal either to the International 
Court of  Justice or to third party 
arbitration, tot our part, we hav*

always been firmly of the view that 
in any differences with our neighbour
ing countries,  we  should seek  to 
resolve them through (bilateral discus
sions without outside interference, on 
the basis of equality and goodwill. It 
is a matter of satisfaction to us that 
our Prime Minister’s resolve to settle 
this issue through direct bilateral 
talks met with an equally warm res
ponse from the Prime Minister of Sri 
Lanka, and the agreement could be 
reached in an atmosphere of friend~ 
ship and mutual understanding.

Exhaustive research  of historical 
and other records was made by our 
experts on Kachchativu  and every 
available piece of evidence collected 
from various record offices in India, 
such as m  Tamil Nadu,  Goa  and 
Bombay, as well as abroad in British 
and Dutch archives.  An intensive 
examination of evidence and exchange 
of views took place, specially during 
the past year, between senior officials 
of the two Governments.  This ques
tion of Kachchativu, for the reasons 
I have just explained, had necessarily 
to be dealt with as part of the broader 
question of the boundary in the Palk 
Bay so as to eliminate the possibility 
of any further disputes  on similar 
matters in these historic waters.

On  the basis  of a  dispassionate 
examination of the historical records 
and other evidence, and keeping in 
mind the legal principles and  alio 
keeping in mind our policy and prin
ciple of peaceful settlement of dispu
tes, I feel confident that the Agree* 
ment demarcating the maritime boun
dary in the V&K. Bay, will fee consi
dered as fair, #ust and equitable to 
both countries.  At the same time, X 
wish to remind the Bcm’ble Mentors 
that in concluding this Agjreesoevit the 
rights of fishing, pilgrimage and 
gation, which both sides have enjoyed 
in the past,  have hem fully safe
guarded for Hie future.

It would be wrong to see this Agree
ment at a victory pm 
oHmst. Both countries h m ffcm M 
a result of ttw agrtettfcaf, i

\ 11
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victory of mature statesmanship,  a 
victory in the cause of friendship and 
cooperation in the area.  A potential 
major irritant in relations between 
the two countries, which had remain
ed unresolved over the  years,  has 
now been removed, and both countries 
can now concentrate on the exploita
tion of economic and other resources 
in these, now well-defined, waters and 
generally on intensifying cooperation 
between themselves in various fields. 
The Agreement marks an important 
step in further strengthening the close 
ties that bind India and Sri Lanka.

Agreement

The Government of the Republic of 
India and the Government of the Re
public of Sri Lanka,

Desiring to determine the boundary 
line in the historic wafers between 
India and Sri Lanka and to  settle 
the related matters in a manner which 
is fair and equitable to both aides*

Having examined the entire question 
from all angles and taken into account 
the historical and other evidence and 
legal aspects thereof,

Have agreed as follows:

Article 1

The boundary between  India and 
Sri Lanka in the watera from Adam's 
Bridge to Balk Strait shall be area ot 
Great Circles between the following 
positions; in the sequence given below, 
defined by latitude and longitude:

Position x ; 10* 05'  North, 80* 03" East 

Position *: ay 57'  Motth, 79* 35' Ee*t 

Position 3 : 09“ 30-15' North, 79* aa-6o'

Position 4 ; 09*41-80' North, n' 30*70'
Bast*

Potion 3: 09* 13' North, 7T V? B»t

p°»ition * : 09* aft' North, 790 $»' Sett

Article 2

The coordinate# of the  positions 
specified in Article l are geographical 
coordinates and the  straight  lines 
connecting them are indicated in the 
chart annexed hereto which has been 
signed by the surveyors  authorised 
by the two Governments, respectively.

Article 3

The actual  location of the afore
mentioned positions at sea and on the 
seabed shall be  determined  by  a 
method to be mutually agreed upon 
by the surveyors authorized for the 
purpose by  the two  Governments, 
respectively.

Article 4

Each country shall have sovereignty 
and exclusive jurisdiction and control 
over the waters, thejLSlands, the con
tinental shelf and the subsoil thereof, 
falling on its own side of the afore
said boundary.

Article 5

Subject to  the foregoing,  Indian 
fishermen and pilgrims wXR enjoy ac
cess to visit Rachchativu as hitherto, 
and will not be required by Sri Lanka 
to obtain travel documents or visas 
for these purposes.

Article 6

The vessels of India and Sri Lanka 
will enjoy in each other's waters such 
rights ae they have traditionally en
joyed therein.

Article ?

If any single geological petroleum or 
natural gas structure or 4fteId, or any 
single geological structure or field of 
any other mineral deposit, including 
sand or gravel, extends  across the 
btnmdaxy referred to in Article 1 and. 
tile pert of such  structure or fidMI 
which Ss situated on one side of the 
boundary Is exploited̂ in whole 4? In 
part, from the other side of the boun
dary, the two shaU seek to
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reach agreement as to the manner in 
which the structure or field shall be 
moat effectiveiy  exploited and  the 
manner in which the proceeds deriving 
therefrom shall be apportioned.

Article 8
This Agreement shall 'be subject to 

ratification. It shall enter into force 
on the date of exchange of the ins
truments of ratification which  will 
take place as soon as possible.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF 
INDIA

SdZ-lndira Gandhi 

New Delhi: 26.6.74

FOR THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF 

SRI LANKA

Sd/-Sirimavo R. D. Bandaranaike 
Colombo: 26.6.74

SHRI M.  KALYANASUNDARAM 
(Tiruchirapalli): Sir, while my party 
welcomes  the  Agreements  reached 
between Sri Lanka and India, there 
are problems to come up during the 
implementation of thfe Agreement. So 
far, our fishermen had a right to go 
even beyond  Kachchativu, fish  and 
come back.  The hon.  Minister says 
that these rights are fully protected. 
But there  are problems which  we 
would like our Government to take 
up with Sri  Lanka and seek  their 
solution.  For that reason, I submit, 
there should be a discussion on this 
statement.  I have given notice of a 
motion. I would request you to allow 
a discussion tn that

MR. SPEAKER: The general debate 
on foreign aAairs is coming up next 

week.

SKRi DINEN BHATTACHARYYA 
(Serampore): I want to seek one cla

rification.  In the  statement he has
mentioned that KachchaU /u has always 
been an uninhabited  island. But an 
hon. Member had  said that it was 
within his constituency. If that is so, 
I do not know' how it could be said 
that it has not been inhabited toy any 
human being. How could it then be 
a part of his constituency?

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM: 
The Tamil Nadu Government hae a 
grievance that it has not been consul
ted properly. May 1 know what is the 
actual fact in regard to that? I also 
want to know the details about the 
protection given with regard to fish
ing rights.

SHRi SWARAN SINGH: The hon. 
Member would no  doubt be  aware 
that in the year 1921 when both Sri 
Lanka and India were under British 
rule, fishery line had been decided by 
the British Government because they 
had control over both  Sri Lanka as 
well as India. I am sure that the hon. 
Member know that the 1921 fishery 
line was a line which was about three 
or three and a half miles west of the 
Kachchativu. That is, to {he western 
side of the fishery line was the ex
clusive fishery right of the  Indian 
citizens and to the east of that was 
the right of Sri Lanka fishermen. But 
in spite of that division, the fishermen 
generally were free to fish even round 
about Kachchativu and they also used 
the Kachchativu island for  drying 
their nets. As would be known to the 
House there is no fresh water avail
able there.  Mostly they used it for 
spreading their nets .mi trying to dry 
the nets, etc.

About the traditional rights, if the 
hon. Member goes through the terms 
of the Agreement, a copy of which 
has been placed On the Table of the 
House, be will get the answer because 
it is mentioned there that although 
Sri Lanka’s claim to sovereignty #v#r 
Kachchativu has been recognised, the 
traditional righto of Indian flifcenoan 
and pilgrims to visit that islai*d 
remain unaffected. Similarly, th* ttft*
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ditional navigation rights· exercised 
by India.and Sri Lanka in each other's 
water will remain un2.ffeded. (Inter
ruptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: Later on we may 
have a debate on this, but n0t now 
I am not aUowing any more. 

Mr. Kureel. 

PUBLIC FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
LAWS (AMENDMENT) BILL 

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PRESENTATIO::s! 
OP REPORT OF JQINT COMMITTEE. 

SHRI B. N. KUREEL: (Ramsanehi
ghat): I beg to move: 

"That thi·s House do extend upto 
the last day of the first week of the 
next Budget Session (1975) the time 
fo:· the present:>tion of the Report 
of the Joint Committee on the Bill 
further to amend the Industrial 
Develop:-nent Bank of India Act, 
1931, the Rese:-,·e Bank of India 
Act, 193-�. :he Ind:.1striul Finance 
Corporation Act, 1948 the State 
Financial Cornoration,: i:..ct. 1951, 
the Life Insurance Corporation Act, 
1956 and the Unit Trust of Indi3 
Act, 1963." 

MR SPEAKER: The ques:ion is: 
"That this House do extend ,_:);tc; 

the last day of the first week of the 
next Budget Sessio,: (,:),,) tn:, t;:---� 
for the presentatiGn o_!: th8 J; �;Jo:-:· 
of the Joint Ccmmittee on the B:ll 
further to amend the Industrial 
Development Bank 0f India Act, 

1 964, the Reserve Bank of India Act 
1934 the Industrial Finance Cor� 
poration Act, 1948, the State 
Financial Corporations Act, 1951, 
the Life Insurance Corporation Act, 
1956 and the Unit Trust of India 
Act, 1963." 
The motion was adopted. 

MR. SPEAKER: We shall take up 
the next busineSG after lunch. We 
adjourn to reassemble at 2.30 p.m. 
13.35 hrs. 

•xae ori&iDa1 ,peech wa! delivered in 

The Lok Sabha adjo1rr-ned for L1mch 
tm thirty minutes pa.�t Fourteen of 

the Clock. 

The Lok Sabha re-(is:;,;rr>bler! d,er 
Lurzch at Tirty Minutes p,lSt Four

teen of the Ctoc._k. 
[MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER in ti,e C::ni·rJ 

Demands for Grants (Gujarat), 

1974-75-Contd. 
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, 

we resume further di,scussion on the 
Gujarat Budget. 

SERI J. MATHA GOWDER. 
*SHR1 J. MATHA GOWDER (Nil

gids): Mr. I::-C::puty Speaker, Sir, while 
speaking yesterday on the Budget of 
Gujara, State, I was referring 
how the Government of India 
have failEd to take effective 
measures to curb the growing corrup
tion, malpractices, black-marketing 
etc. in the State. Instead, the ruling 
party at the Centre has been trying 
to perpetuate it,:; hold on the State. 
As an example, I would refer to the 
leaka;;c of provisions of the Ordin
ance promulgated by the President on 
6th July, 1974 n,garding dividends. I 
do not know whether any Minister is· 
responsible for thi,s leakage or whe
ther any highly placed bureaucrat is 
responsi'.::Jle fo1· this. But the leakage 
of the p1·-:ivisions of this OrcEn:c:nce has 
t:;!·eately helped a few monopoly firmB 
in the State of Gujarat. I wounder 
how C' ':-' a few big monopo:y indus
trial firms in Gujn,·at werP. at-le to g<;t 
prier intimation n:gardin::; the provi
sio!1s of this• Ord ! .r.tn1("8 'Tb ... �: ...:'\ .. 1 t:1 
Products Company, Gujarat Fe:·tili
scrs, Baroda Rayon Company and 
Century Mills were able to disgorge 
their shares in the market much in 
adYance of the promulgation of this 
Ordinance and they were able to 
make a profit of more than Rs. 50 
lakhs before the Ordinance was issu
ed. ! am com;trained t0 remark that 
the ruling Congress Party at the Cen
tre would naturally take advantage
of the unexpected windfall for these· 
industrialists of Gujarat. These indus· 
trialists also must be oeholden to the· 
Tamil. 


